
Early Reading & 
Phonics –
Information for 
Parents



Why Read?

Creating a love of reading in children is 
potentially one of the most powerful ways of 
impacting on academic standards in school.

There can be few better ways to improve 
pupils chances in school, or beyond in the 
wider world, than to enable them to become 
truly independent readers.

Reading is all about acquiring meaning; for 
enjoyment, information and understanding.



The 
importance 
of language 
and 
conversation.

Talking to children and engaging them “direct 
speech” is recognised as a major part to them 
becoming confident readers.  Here they learn 
to process language and develop their 
vocabulary.

“….book-related talk introduces children to 
language that they might not hear in ordinary 
conversation, especially the vocabulary of the 
book itself. This primes them to understand 
what they read later, in their leisure reading 
and across the curriculum.” NC 2022



The 
Teaching of 
Reading in 
School

Phonics

Group reading

Shared reading

Whole class guided reading (VIPERS)

Independent reading

Focused reading activities

Reading across the curriculum

Class novels and stories



What is 
Phonics?

Phonics is a way of teaching children how to read 
and write. It helps children hear, identify and use 
different sounds that distinguish one word from 
another in the English language.

Written language can be compared to a code, so 
knowing the sounds of individual letters and how 
those letters sound when they’re combined will 
help children decode words as they read.

Understanding phonics will also help children 
know which letters to use when they are writing 
words.



Teaching Phonics at Tackley

• We use the Read Write Inc 
(RWI) phonics scheme.

• This introduces children to 
new sounds and teaches 
them how to use these 
sounds to decode text and 
spell words.

• The sounds are divided into 
Set 1, Set 2 and Set 3 
sounds.



How Phonics is Taught

New sounds are introduced along with a picture and phrase to support children with their handwriting 
(Set 1) and recall of the sound.

It is essential that the correct pronunciation of the sound is taught (fffffff not fuh)

Children are taught to blend the sounds in words, containing the new sound taught.

Children are taught to segment words containing the new sound in order to spell them.

Children are taught to read RWI phonics books at their level, containing previous sounds taught.



RWI Phonics Books.
Children read RWI phonics books at the appropriate 
level.  The books are taught in a formulaic way.
Practice “Speed Sounds”
Read through words they will need to blend in the 
story – Green Words.
Read the Red Words they will come across in the 
book (common exception words which cannot be 
decoded using phonics.
Introduction to the story in order to grab children’s 
interest.
First read through focuses on decoding the text.
Second read through develops confidence and more 
word recognition.
Third read through supports fluency and 
comprehension.



Phonics Books at Home
• Each child will bring home a RWI phonics book 

appropriate for their current level of reading.

• The same structure we follow in school is also useful 
to follow at home – reading the book three times and 
repeating the pattern we use in school.

• Having fun is also important when reading at home, 
for example use silly voices for the different speech in 
the text.

• Discussing what has been read is also essential.  Talk 
about what you would have done in different 
situations which occur in the book, link to any similar 
experiences you may have had, discuss the meaning of 
words, summarise what happened at the end.

• It is also helpful if you use the RWI terminology with 
your child.



RWI 
terminology.

• Fred Talk – saying the sounds in a word and 
blending them together to read it.

• Pinch the Sounds – saying the word you want 
to write and breaking it into it’s sounds.

• Special Friend – more than one letter making 
a sound

• Split Sound – split diagraph, for example a_e
as in made

• Green Words – words which we can Fred Talk 
to read

• Red Words – common exception words we 
need to recognise by sight

• Speedy Words –green words we should now 
recognise by sight



Have a Go!

• How would you Fred Talk 
these words?  

• Can you find the Special 
Friend sounds and 
underline them?

• Can you spot the common 
exception word?

•frog
•week
•know
•half
•bright
•leaf
•drawn
•hide



frog week kn ow half

bright leaf drawn hide



Comprehension 
–
Understanding 
the Text

Being able to read does not mean you 
understand what you read.

Your child might sound like a good reader 
but may not necessarily understand what 
the text means.

The best way to develop understanding is 
to talk about texts.

The next slide is easy to read – does 
anyone understand what it means?



An Extract From 
A Computer 
Manual

Why is this so difficult for us to understand?

According to the previous ATA/IDE hard drive transfer 
protocol, the signalling way to send data was in 

synchronous strobe mode by using the rising edge of 
the strobe signal. The faster strobe rate increases 

EMI, which cannot be eliminated by the standard 40-
pin cable used by ATA and ultra ATA.



Reading Requires Two Skills:

Phonics and Word Recognition

• The ability to recognise words 
presented in and out of context.

• The ability to blend letter sounds 
(phonemes) together to read words.

Understanding

• The ability to understand the 
meaning of the words and sentences in 
a text.

• The ability to understand the ideas, 
information and themes in a text.

• If a child understands what they hear, 
they will understand the same 
information when they read



Whole School Use of Vipers

Vocabulary draw on knowledge of vocabulary to understand texts

Infer make inferences from the text

Predict predict what might happen on the basis of what has been 
read so far

Explain identify / explain key aspects of fiction and non-fiction 
texts, such as characters, events, titles and information

Retrieve identify / explain key aspects of fiction and non-fiction 
texts, such as characters, events, titles and information

Sequence identify and explain the sequence of events in texts



Vocabulary

Inference

• Discussing the meaning of    
words.

• Could the author have 
used a different word 
instead?

• Could you think of a 
sentence with that word 
in?

• Using evidence and 
reasoning.

• How do you think the 
character felt when…?

• What do you think might 
have started the fire?

• Given what we know 
about this character, how do 
you think they will feel when 
they find out that…?



Predict

Explain

• What do you think the story 
will be about?

• What do you think is going 
to happen now?

• Do you think the character 
will ever find their hat?

• What did you like about the 
story?

• Who was your favourite
character?  Why?

• Would you like to live in the 
cave where the bear lived?



Retrieve

Sequence

• Look on page 7.  Can you 
find the sentence that tells us 
how the frog was feeling?

• Who was the frog afraid of?

• How do we know he started 
to feel afraid?

• What happened at the 
beginning?

• Can you remember what 
the frog did next?

• Can you tell me what 
happened after the frog 
stopped being afraid.

• Retell the story together 
(your turn, my turn)



Have Fun Reading Together at 
Home

• Listen to your child read (20 minutes a day)

• Read stories and books to your child

• Join the library

• Have a good selection of books in the home

• Let your child choose the book – respect choices

• Use funny voices!

• Tap into their interests

• Take books with you on journeys or shopping trips

• Use technology to your advantage



How to Support Your Child When Hearing Them 
Read

Ask your child to Fred 
Talk the word

Can they see any special 
friend sounds in the 

word?

If they are struggling to 
sound it out, sound it 

our for them, saying the 
sounds quickly so they 
can work out the word.

Tell them the Red Word 
if they forget what it is.

Once they have decoded 
the sentence read it 
back to them so they 

can hear how is sounds 
read with fluency.

Talk about the meaning 
of words.

Talk about the book 
(VIPERS)

Don’t forget – three 
reads over three days.



Don’t Forget

Use pure sounds 
when using 

phonics (ssssssss
not suh)

Use ‘book talk’ –
talk about stories 

and story 
language, key 

features of the 
book, words, 

sentences, 
punctuation, 

features on the 
page e.g. speech 

bubbles

Look at and talk 
about the pictures 
– they often give 

extra detail to 
deepen 

understanding of 
the story

Use the RWI 
terminology such 

as Fred Talk to 
provide 

consistency 
between home 

and school



More ideas to support your child

Play Bingo or Snap type games to learn sounds 
or Red Words or to read Green Words speedily

Look at print in the environment – in shops, 
street signs, on lorries etc

Play phonics games on line:

www.phonicsbloom.com

www.phonicsplay.co.uk Free trial (£6 per 
year)

https://www.ruthmiskin.com/parents/ (RWI 
parents information)

http://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/
https://www.ruthmiskin.com/parents/


Have Fun!


